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Abstract 
The contemporary technological context builds the premises for a world awash with information, a world of continuous 
innovation. Innovation itself is not problematic but the rhythm of innovation to which both cognition and culture struggles to 
adapt. 
My research focuses on understanding the patterns of information loss in the process of transmitting technological gestures 
and finding ways to preserve traditional technologies in artistic formulas. In documenting traditional technologies I 
acknowledge that the transmission of information from one generation to another is not identical and, into this breach either 
innovation or extinction of a practice will ultimately follow. 
As a method of study I brought together, an interdisciplinary approach, the concept of meme and technological information 
and, I associated the loss of technological practices with entropy. In this paper I will emphasize the patterns of replication and 
the selective forces that model meme transmission, considering the tendency for the high levels of entropy that systems 
develop. Technological systems are open systems in which replicators are subjected to forces of cultural and physical 
environment but systems can also develop self-regulatory mechanisms to maintain balance. The preservation of tradition or 
design can determine the degree of balance within the cultural system. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1.  Introduction 
This research focuses on understanding the patterns of information loss in the process of knowledge 
transmission and particularly the transmission of technological gestures. In documenting traditional technologies I 
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acknowledge that the transmission from one generation to another is not identical and in to this breach gap either 
innovation or extinction of a practice will ultimately follow. In a world awash with information and prone to an 
ever increasing speed of innovation, culture suffers from the hybridization and the obviation of traditional 
practices, due to the lack of adaptation between new and ancient formulas. The preservation of tradition or design 
is of utmost importance because it can determine the degree of balance within the cultural system and an optimal 
rhythm of change. Another purpose of my research is converting theoretical findings into strategies for the 
conservation of technological traditions. 
In the theoretical framework of study I brought together, in an interdisciplinary approach, the concept of 
meme and technological information and, I associated the loss of technological practices with entropy. Positing 
the tendency for the high entropy that systems develop I emphasized the patterns of replication and the selective 
forces that model meme transmission. Technological systems are open systems in which replicators are subjected 
to the forces of cultural and physical environments but they can also develop self-regulatory mechanisms to 
maintain balance.  
In the applied study the self-regulatory mechanism which maintains balance is identified within the artistic-
educational practice. “The Maps of Time” project is a perfect example of preserving technological practices 
through education and artistic statements. Focusing on technological artifacts and technological gestures as part 
of my research I questioned the limits of the perpetuation of technological gestures within tradition. 
2. Context. The preservation of technological tradition 
Contemporary societies are considered post-tradition (Giddens, 1999) because they don’t generate tradition. 
What was once considered accumulated knowledge from practical experience is now rejected as anachronistic 
and irrelevant. Given these conditions, the loss of technological traditions is inevitable. To preserve tradition the 
work of identifying and documenting must be done before the alteration of traditional manifestations occurs. But 
the knowledge comprised in a gesture cannot be preserved in writing or in museums; it must be kept alive. 
Heritage, either technological or architectural resembles memory: it links the past and present and makes us 
part of a coherent whole. Idolizing the moment, in contemporary knowledge dissolves not only space and time 
but also the values and cultural landmarks comprised within. Today heritage is altered by the intrusion of 
consumerist society. The same can be said of the preservation of the technological gesture in traditional art. 
Knowledge contained in technological gestures is difficult to translate in theory and therefore, the only way to 
ensure its permanence is through the reiteration of gesture. The banning of tradition from the art world (but not 
only in art) has paved the way for unbalanced values in society. Disclaiming tradition was, first of all, meant to 
show society its faults but no alternatives were offered for the new cultural context.  
Humanity is facing a moment where tradition’s legitimacy is questioned in the context of a wave of innovation 
that is unprecedented in history. The use and the ethics of results cannot be foreseen. The question that still stands 
is: What is the purpose of preserving and revitalizing traditions, not just technological tradition? Tradition is the 
framework that determines the degree of balance within communities and society as a whole and therefore cannot 
be fated to rapid alteration. 
3. Methodological approach. Interdisciplinary guidelines 
In documenting the problem of cultural information transmission I followed the memetic diffusion elaborated 
by Richard Dawkins, theory that accepts the existence of a dual mechanism of heredity in human beings: 
biological and cultural ( the memotype being the cultural analogue of genotype and the phemotype the cultural 
analogue of phenotype)(Alvarez, 2005). 
Memetics, a theory that evolved on the borders of science and philosophy, describes an evolutionist approach 
to information transmission from subject to the world and back to the subject (Alvarez, 2005). Memes are not 
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empirical entities but can be identified in the world as being carried by vehicles (books, artworks, tools, 
buildings, stories) and are dependent on embodiment in artifacts.  
In my interdisciplinary approach I have linked the technological tradition and cultural information with the 
notion of meme (Dawkins, 1976) and I have extracted the properties of memes, as replicators and added the force 
of entropy to understand their dynamic. Considering this structure I’m focusing my research on the association of 
the loss of technological tradition with the “exhaustion” of systems and the second law of thermodynamics, 
entropy (Wallace, 2010). Observing the principle that the Universe proceeds toward states of high entropy and 
that any isolated system is governed by the same law, a measure of disorder and uncertainty, I am building an 
image of cultural entropy emphasizing the fact that entropy is both a condition for balancing a system and in a 
certain sense of creativity.  
From the juxtaposition of the physical law and the dynamic of technological tradition we can conclude that 
information does not dissipate but is kept as memes in new technologies and that extinction from the social 
framework is just the result of being inadequate to the balance requested by new contexts. 
3.1. Theoretical findings and future work 
The transmission of knowledge comprised in artifacts and innovation are processes conditioned by multiple 
interactions in cultural subsystems, interactions that are meant to maintain balance by removing part of the 
technological information. The information, that can be the chaînes-opératoires of an ancient technology, can 
give way to a new form more adapted to present contexts and the needs of balance in society. A technological 
process can lose adaptation at an economic level but can still remain a cohesive factor from a social point of 
view. In the same way, technological innovation can ensure economic growth but can unbalance communities. 
The most important thing to keep in mind is that the ensemble of reactions linked to the permanence of 
technologies, of technological gestures or artifacts is closely related to the self-regulation of cultural systems, in 
the sense of maximizing equilibrium whilst minimizing energy loss. The factors that ensure the dynamics of 
technological information transmission are: imitation, gratification, environment influence, technological 
momentum (Hughes, 1983), plasticity and the interaction of cultural subsystems. These factors determine both 
the preservation of tradition and its loss. 
 Today we are facing a moment resembling the threshold over which an open system cannot maintain its self-
regulatory mechanisms and so, the rapid loss of technological information leads us to the moment of “experience 
extinction” (Roy, 2009). Innovation determines more and more change and technologies begin to “feed” from the 
knowledge they generate. Whether this process takes place in the sense of balancing or unbalancing society and 
culture is yet to be seen. The extinction of these perspectives of traditional technologies from future generations 
may be itself a part of a self-regulatory mechanism of culture.  
As a research assistant in an educational-artistic project, that aims to preserve traditional technologies I will 
conduct surveys and test the theoretical guidelines of this paper. Working with communities to help them 
rediscover their technological past and identity, I came to understand technology as being society’s engine, as a 
choice made within communities and chaînes-opératoires (Martinon-Torres, 2002) carrying knowledge. The new 
global perspective is that the technology of the last century dictates and determines that communities must adjust 
to the world of artifacts and form a hybrid identity. Ultimately human choice is crucial in the process of its own 
transformation, of environment and technology also. Beyond the logic of the technical system discourse and the 
transmission of cultural information we need to have in mind the units of transmitted knowledge and their 
relevance in society. Artifacts reflect the values, wishes and intentions of communities and also have an impact 
on the environment, on the development of new perspectives and on the technique itself. The process of 
rediscovering the technological tradition is puzzling for most community members who wish to identify with the 
new technological context. They fail to understand the importance of creating a continuum in traditional 
technological practices as a medium for stressing problems within the socio-political context.  
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4. Case study. The Maps of Time Project 
"The Maps of Time. Real Communities-Virtual Worlds- Experimented Pasts” is an educational project 
developed by a team of artists and IT experts. In 2012 the team built a structure allowing experimentation with 
traditional technologies in the virtual world. Another purpose of the project was to create and implement methods 
of revitalizing technological heritage in new settings of online education. 
The transmission of technological knowledge mediated by online platforms will create balance within the 
cultural environment and help build sustainable and empowered communities. Since 2011 the team of artists, IT 
experts and researchers has developed a system for experimenting with decorative arts traditional technologies in 
the online environment.  
As a fiber artist my responsibility in this project is the documentation of traditional textile technologies, 
reenacting technological gestures and experimenting with these technologies in workshops. I am constructing an 
online platform for experimentation with traditional technologies. In my theoretical research I am following the 
logic of the technological tradition, the chaînes-opératoires underlined by technologies to understand the 
decisions that contributed to the development of humanity. 
Another purpose of these experiments is clarifying the interactions between human-environment-artifact. 
Understanding the patterns of technological transmission of information will help us build social programs to 
launch local economies. We are working with schoolchildren from the communities of South Oltenia County 
(Romania) experimenting with traditional technologies.  
Although this is not the only vocational e-learning system extant, what distinguishes our work from other 
similar projects is the social aspect. We seek to revitalize traditional sustainable technologies, such as weaving 
technologies, in a community that has almost lost all recollection of this activity.  The transmission of 
information from one generation to another is not similar and within this breach either innovation or the 
extinction of a technological practice occurs. The adaptation of technological tradition to new contexts can be 
stimulated by the fields of study it reunites under a sole gesture or artifact. The transmission of knowledge must 
be understood in terms of the units of information from different fields, which interact. The loss of knowledge in 
one domain generates loss in another. Research into the evolution of culture (Roy, 2009) suggests that a greater 
interaction between domains might ensure a stronger perpetuation of knowledge implied by traditional 
techniques. Discontinuity of tradition leads to the loss of technological gestures and facilitates breaches, which 
ultimately undermines it. 
“The Maps of Time” project, in using the latest technologies in e-learning (like Virtual Reality and 
Augmented Reality) and combining them with the reenactment of traditional technological gestures assists in 
strengthening the transmission of technological gestures to future generations. 
5. Conclusions 
My paper is a contribution to the theory of culture and the study of the dynamics of technology-society-human. 
My practical research in the field of fiber art emphasizes the preservation of the technological gesture in artistic 
and educational manifestations. From this research I’m extracting technological tradition’s regulatory principles. 
The theory I advance is that entropy is a universal law, which determines culture, the permanence of tradition and 
the transmission of technological information from one generation to another. Following a naturalistic 
perspective, tradition lives its peak and afterwards collapses or survives in different manifestations. The formulas 
that survive are the ones that find their adequate expression in new cultural contexts and can become the basis for 
a new “tradition”.  
As a solution to allow the perpetuation of traditional technological gestures I portray the links between 
different fields of study as a route toward the preservation of technological gestures. I see the perpetuation of 
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technological tradition as “time running backward” (Luntz, 2010), a region of the Universe in which the laws of 
physics have been suspended.  
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